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I NT R O D U C T I O N
I have settleddown to the task of writing theselectures
and have drawn up my chairs to my two tables. Two
tablest ?es; there are duplicatesof tvery object about
me-two tables, two chairs, two pens.
This is not a very profound beginning to a course
which ought to reach transcendentlevels of scientific
philosoph-y.But we cannot touch bedrock immediately;
we must scratcha bit at the surfaceof things 6rst. And
whenever I begin to scratch the first thing I strike ismy two tables.
One of them has been familiar to me from earliest
years. It is a commonplaceobject of that environment
which I call the world. How shall I describeit? It has
extension;it is comparativelypermanenti it is coloured;
aboveall it is sabstantial.By substantialI do not merely
mean that it does not collapsewhen I lean upon it; I
mean that it is constitutedof "substance" and by that
word I am trying to convey to you someconception of its
intrinsic nature. It is a thing; not like space,which is
a mere negation; nor like timer'which is-Heaven
knows whatl But that will not help you to my meaning
becauseit is the distinctive characteristicof a "thing"
to have this substantiality,and I do not think substantiality can be described better than by saying that it is
the kind of nature exemplified by an ordinary table.
And so we go round in circles. After all if you are a
plain commonseRseman, not too much worried with
scientificscruples,you will be confident that you understand the nature ofan ordinary table. I have even heard
of plain men who had the idea that they could better
understand the mystery of their own nature if scientists
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by fields of force, but theseare assignedto the category
of "influences", not of "things". Even in the minute
part which is not empty we must not transfer the old
notion of substance.In dissectingmatter into electric
charges we have travelled far from that picture of it
whic-hfirst gave rise to the conceptionof substance,and
the meaning of that conception-if it ever had anyhas been lost by the way. The whole trend of modern
scientificviews is to break down the separatecategories
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gEi,nd for a classification by categories. We feel it
necessaryto concedesome background to the measures
-an external world; but the attributes of this world,
except in so far as they are reflected in the measures,
are outside scientific scrutiny. Science has at last
revolted against attaching the exact knowledge contained in these measurementsto a traditional picturegallery of conceptionswhich'convey no authentic information of the background and obtrude irrelevancies
into the schemeof knowledge.
I will not here stress furiher the non-substantiality
of electrons,since it is scarcelynecessaryto the p....nl
line of thought. Conceive them as substantiallyas you
will, there is a vast difference between my scientific
table with its substance(if any) thinly scatteredin specks
in a region mostly empty and the table of everyday
conceptionwhich we regard as the type of solid reality
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-arr incarnate protest againstBerkeleiansubjectivism.
It makes all the difference in the world whether the
paper before me is poised as it were on a swarm of flies
ind sustainedin shuttlecockfashion by a seriesof tiny
blows from the swarm underneath, or whether it is
supported becausethere is substancebelow it, it being
the intrinsic nature of substanceto occupy spaceto thd
exclusion of other substance;all the differencein conception at least, but no difference to my practical task
of writing on the paper.
I need not tell you that modern physicshas by delicate test and remorseless logic assured me that my
second scientific table is the only one which is really
15s1s-nrhgrever "there" may be. On the other hand
I need not tell you that modern physics will never

is intended to be, a wholly external world.
" You speak paradoxically of two wgrlds. Are they
not really i*o ,dp..rc or two interpret{trons of one
"ni
the same world l "
Yes, no doubt they are ultimately to be identified
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physical research as altogether separate from the
familiar table, without prejudging the question of their
ultimate identification. It is true that the whole scientific inquiry starts from the familiar world and in the
end it rnust return to the familiar world; but the part
of the journ€y over which the physicist has charge ii in
foreign territory.
Until recently there was a much closer linkage; the
physicist used to borrow the raw material of his world

Scienceaims at constructing a world which shall be
symbolic of the world of 'commonplaceexperience. It
is not at all necessarythat every individual symbol that
is used should represent something in common experience or even something explicable in terms of common experience.The man in the street is alwaysmaking
this demand for concrete explanation of the thingi
referred to in science; but of necessity he must be
disappointed. It is like our experiencein learning to
read. That which is written in a book is symbolic of a
story in real life. The whole intention of the book is
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that ultimately a reader will identify some symbol, say
BREAD,
with one of the conceptionsof familiar life. But
it is mischievous to attempt such identi6cations prematurely, before the letters are strung into words and
the words into sentences.The symbol .1 is not the
counterpart of anything in familiir life. To the child
the letter ,/ would seem horribly abstract; so we give
him a familiar conception along with it. " A wzs an
Archer who shot at a frog." This tides over his immediate difficulty; but he cannot make seriousprogress
with word-building so long as Archers, Butchers,
Captains, dance round the letters. The letters are
abstract, and sooner or later he has to realise it. In
physicswe have outgrown archer and apple-pie definitions of the fundamental symbols. To a request to
explain what an electronreally is supposedto be we can
only answer," lt is part of the n s c of physics".
The external world of physics has thus become a
world of shadows. ln removing our illusions we have
removed the substance,for indeed we have seen that
substanceis one of the greatestof our illusions. Later
perhapswe may inquire whether in our zeal to cut out
itt ttrit is unreal wi may not have used-the knife too
ruthlessly. Perhaps, indeed, reality is a child which
, cannot survive without its nurse illusion. But if so, that
is of little concern to the scientist, who has good and
sufficientreasonsfor pursuing his investigationsin the
world of shadowsand is content to leave to the philosopher the determinationof its exact statusin regard to
realiry. In the world of physicswe watch a shadowgraph
performanceof the drama of familiar life. The shadow
of mv elbow rests on the shadow table as the shadow
ink flbws over dre shadow paper. It is all symbolic, and
as a symbol the physicist leaves it. Then comes the
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alchemist Mind who transmutes the symbols. fhe
sparselyspreadnuclei of electricforce becomea tangible
solid; their restlessagitation becomes the warmth of
summer; the octave of aethereal vibrations becomes a
gorgeousrainbow. Nor doesthe alchemystop here. In
the transmutedworld new significancesarise which are
scarcelyto be traced in the world of symbols; so that
it becomesa world of beauty and purpose-and, alas,
suffering and evil.
The frank realisation that physical science is concerned with a world of shadows is one of the most significant of recentadvances.I do not meanthat physicists
are to any extent preoccupied with the philosophical
implications of this. From their point of view it is not
so much a withdrawal of untenable claims as an assertion
of freedom for autonomous development. At the
moment I am not insisting on the shadowyand symbolic
character of the world of physics becauseof its bearing
on philosophy, but becausethe aloofnessfrom familiar
conceptionswill be apparent in the scientifc theories
I have to describe. If you are not prepared for this
aloofness you are likely to be out of sympathy with
modern scientiFc theories, and may even think them
ridiculous-as, I daresay, inany people do.
It is difficult to school ourselves to treat the physical
world as purely symbolic. 'We are always relapiing and
mixing with the symbolsincongruousconceptionstaken
from the world of consciousness.Untaught by long
experience we stretch a hand to grasp the shadow,
insteadof acceptingits shadowynature. Indeed, unless
we confine ourselvesaltogether to mathematical symbolism it is hard to avoid dressing our symbols in
deceitful clothing. When I think of an electron there
rises to my mind a hard, red, tiny ball; the proton
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similarly is neutral grey. Of course the colour is absurd
-perhaps not more absurd than the rest of the conception-but I am incorrigible. I can well understand
that the younger minds are finding these pictures too
concrete and are striving to construct the world out of
Hamiltonian functions and symbols so far removed
from human preconception that they do not even obey
the laws of orthodox arithmetic. For myself I find some
dificulty in rising to that plane of thought; but I am
convinced that it has got to come.
In these lectures I propose to discuss some of the
results of modern study of the physical world which
give most food for philosophic thought. 1'his will
include new conceptionsin scienceand also new knowledge. In both rispects we are led to think of the
material universe in a way very different from that
prevailing at the end of the last century. I shall not
leave out of sight the ulterior object which must be in
the mind of a Gifford Lecturer, the problem of relating

an end in itself. The path of sciencemust be pursued
for its own sake, i;respective of the views it may afford
of a wider landscapef in this spirit we must follow the
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path whether it leadsto the hill of vilion or the tunnel
6f obscurity.Thereforetill the last stageof the course
is reachedyou must be contentto follow with me the
beatentrack of science,nor scold me too severelyfor
loitering among its waysideflowers.That is to be the
understandingbetweenus. Shallwe set forth ?

